In preparation for the Committee’s evidence session with you on 30 January, I would be grateful if you could provide the following documents.

- The memorandum dated 9 December 2008 referred to in Paragraph 4.6 of the Clifford Chance review of GRG

- The document entitled “Just Hit Budget” referred to in the BBC News article of 20 October 2017, Police conduct inquiries into Royal Bank of Scotland unit

The Committee would welcome any information about the context in which these documents were produced. I understand that you have also been invited to submit further written evidence ahead of the hearing, should you wish. But for the avoidance of doubt, the Committee expects RBS to supply full, unredacted versions of the documents above. I remind you of the formal powers of Select Committees to require the production of papers relevant to their work.

I would be grateful for a response by 12 January.